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A practical and current look into todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s financial markets and institutions.  Ã‚Â  In

Financial Markets and Institutions, bestselling authors Mishkin and Eakins provide a practical

introduction to help you prepare for todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s changing landscape of financial markets and

institutions. A unifying framework uses a few core principles to organize learning then examines the

models as real-world scenarios from a practitionerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s perspective.  Ã‚Â This seventh edition

focuses on the cause and effect of todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s global financial crisis.
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I was taking an SEC and financial markets class and had no background in the markets at all. I had

a required text but it wasn't user friendly and a little over the top with the technical information. I

previewed a few books and decided on this one. It was great. It explained everything in terms I

could understand (I'm an MBA student) and wasn't painful to read like the other book. Plus the US

edition of this books retails for somewhere around $200. I was able to purchase the international

edition for about $50-- well worth it.

Book came in by expected delivery date and was in the condition that it stated it would be in. Great

price too...saved me a bunch from having to buy my professor's select custom made book that was

essentially just excerpts of this book slapped together with a 3x price tag. Yeah...university living is

a scam but at least buying this book wasn't! The content itself is very informative and easy to



understand for someone who isn't majoring in Finance.

Great book. It was both very well organized, explained, and the exercises were relevant. These are

all features I've found lacking in other material.

Wonderful deal, thanks

If you want to understand how the financial system here in the US and abroad runs, this is your

book. VERY well written in logical order with great examples and makes hard concepts easy to

understand. A really informative and good book that starts at the bare basics.

Just an average finance textbook. There's nothing really special about it that would give it a better

review

Crap commentary throughout the book.

It is a great book, just that there are some questions which were not treated in the book and they

want you to figure it out yourself. It is bad. We are not magicians.
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